Two years after Narendra Modi became prime minister of India, how should we understand his foreign policy? Commentators are divided on whether or not Modi has brought anything new to it. The highly respected former diplomat and Foreign Secretary, Shyam Saran, argues that Modi's external policies have built on the past; that the difference between Modi and his predecessors is a matter of energy and style.
International Affairs 93: 1, 2017 Contrary to the views of his critics, Modi's policies towards both rivals is consistent, and the cooperation-defection dynamic that observers have noticed in New Delhi's dealings with Islamabad and Beijing is the result not of confusion but rather of a willingness to practise more assertive bilateral diplomacy geared to clear goals. In addition, in respect of both countries, Modi seems determined to build a coalition that will strengthen his bargaining hand. Especially in east Asia, where New Delhi has moved unprecedentedly close to the United States and to Vietnam, Japan and Australia, this coalition strategy is moving India away from its traditional aversion to alliance-like relationships.
The article proceeds as follows. The first section shows, through a review of recent scholarship on India's foreign policy, that the foundational principles of New Delhi's external stance, notwithstanding domestic and global changes, have been characterized by (1) a rather sedate bilateral diplomacy or 'cautious prudence' and (2) an aversion to alliances. At the same time, the section suggests that in terms of operational practice Indian policy has responded to domestic and global changes, periodically shifting from cautiousness in respect of its neighbours to more hard-nosed, pragmatic, even interventionary behaviour and, when necessary, from non-alignment to coalition-building. This review sets the stage for the following two sections, which deal with Modi's policies towards Pakistan and China, respectively. The analysis shows that India is shedding its cautious prudence as well as its aversion to alignment. Each of these sections is divided into two parts, the first dealing with Modi's bilateral diplomacy and the second with his coalition diplomacy.
Continuity and change in Indian foreign policy
Recent scholarship on India's foreign policy falls into two broad perspectives. One view is that the country's policies display remarkable continuity despite enormous domestic and global changes. Thus, writing in 2012, Vipin Narang and Paul Staniland argue that the insistence on 'autonomy, flexibility, and a desire to avoid dependence on stronger powers' is at the heart of Indian foreign policy thinking 'even as there has been significant heterogeneity across individuals and over time '. 5 Narang and Staniland describe the core, 'foundational' principles of Indian non-alignment: autonomy in security, flexibility in choosing one's partners, and caution in working with bigger powers. Strategic autonomy or non-alignment, they suggest, will remain the core for the foreseeable future. 6 changing world', International Affairs 91: 4, July 2015, pp. 760-64. It is instructive that Modi has scarcely ever uttered the word 'non-alignment', and in September 2016 he became the first Indian prime minister not to attend a non-aligned summit since 1979. See Nikita Doval, 'Narendra Modi skips NAM summit, the first Indian PM to do so', Livemint, 15 Sept. 2016, http://www.livemint.com/Politics/ectxbpHsJ2XUmRkXX-qVbpL/Hamid-Ansari-leaves-for-Venezuela-to-attend-17th-NAM-summit.html. 5 Vipin Narang and Paul Staniland, 'Institutions and worldviews in Indian foreign security policy', India Review 11: 2, 2012, p. 76. Priya Chacko makes a distinction between 'foundational' principles and 'operational' practices in her 'The rise of the Indo-Pacific: understanding ideational change and continuity in India's foreign policy', Australian Journal of International Affairs 68: 4, 2014, p. 434. 6 Narang and Staniland, 'Institutions and worldviews in Indian foreign security policy', p. 90.
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Another proponent of continuity, Pratap Bhanu Mehta, argues that 'Nehru's shadow' still looms large over foreign policy. New Delhi remains averse to grand strategizing, obsessed with territorial integrity and domestic legitimacy, and suspicious of balance of power politics and alignment. It seeks power, but values the power of its own example above hard power, and is reluctant to use force. Indian foreign policy in a more operational sense is typified by 'cautious prudence', which may be defined by five characteristics: deterrence of, not competition with, China; the primacy of sovereignty over interventionism in international affairs; working within existing frameworks rather than reshaping international institutions; an incrementalist accumulation of military power; and engagement with, not 'decisive leadership' over, neighbouring countries. 7 What does the Narang/Staniland and Mehta continuity perspective suggest for policy towards Pakistan and China? First, non-aligned India will deal with its two rivals independent of Great Power alliances. Second, New Delhi will seek to deter Pakistan and China and not attempt to settle conflict through force of arms. Most importantly, if it avoids alliances and relies on deterrence, it must remain committed to dialogue and negotiations with both countries. In sum, Indian policy towards Pakistan and China will be marked by patient, militarily non-provocative bilateral diplomacy and an unwillingness to join or create an alliance against either country.
A second view is that India's policies have gone through phases and have evolved from the orthodoxies of Nehru and his successors in the Cold War, driven by global as well as domestic economic and political change. While the first perspective focuses on the foundational principles of Indian foreign policy, this second perspective emphasizes the tactical, 'operational' stances of external policy which have responded to international pressures and opportunities. The standard view here is that Indian foreign policy can be divided into three phases-an 'idealist' Nehruvian era; an increasingly 'realist' or 'self-help' era during the rest of the Cold War; and a 'realist' and 'pragmatist' era thereafter. 8 The Nehruvian era was the classical period of non-alignment, with India seeking to build an autonomous geopolitical space for itself and the newly emerging African and Asian countries, bridge the divide between the Cold War blocs, maintain a modest military capacity, pursue autarkic economic development, and build international and regional institutions in the cause of peace and cooperation. After India's defeat in the 1962 war with China, its foreign policy moved into a more realist phase. This was marked by soft alignment with the Soviet Union against China and then the United States, expanding military power, a continued insistence on autarky, and periodic interventions against its south Asian neighbours. Finally, with the end of the Cold War and facing an internal 9 On China, India's 'warming ties with the United States have forced Beijing to reconsider its own relations with New Delhi'. After the Cold War, India had 'a higher profile in South-East Asia, where many nations see New Delhi as maintaining the balance of power in the region'. Closer relations with Vietnam and Japan were signs of the 'new trend of Indian assertiveness'; yet India should not 'wantonly confront China and become a frontline state in a potential American containment of Beijing'. 10 In sum, in the new world order, cautious prudence was giving way to assertiveness and the aversion to alignment was giving way to international coalition-building.
The two perspectives are in some tension. The first would suggest that, notwithstanding the arrival of Modi, New Delhi will seek to continue its past espousal of a non-provocative stance and protracted bilateral negotiations. The second would suggest that Modi could build on changes already in motion since the end of the Cold War and take Indian policy ever more firmly away from non-alignment towards a coalition strategy. As we will see, Modi's policies towards Pakistan and China are not business as usual in bilateral diplomacy and, while he is building on changes initiated before his time, he has taken India much further towards a coalition strategy. composite dialogue with Pakistan after the Mumbai 2008 terrorist attacks and was unwilling to restart talks pending Pakistani actions against the perpetrators of the attack. Modi has not reinstated the composite dialogue but instead has sought repeatedly to engage, casting himself in the lead role. He has also not hesitated to disengage when Pakistan has insisted that negotiations must focus on the Kashmir dispute rather than on terrorism, or when India has been attacked by terrorists or artillery fire from across the border. In addition to the cooperate-and-defect bilateral diplomacy, he has tried to bring to bear anti-terrorism pressures from a coalition of states, including Pakistan's neighbours in the Gulf. At the heart of Modi's efforts is the desire to make terrorism the central focus of India-Pakistan negotiations. This approach runs counter to India's policy since the 1990s, which was based on an understanding with Pakistan that a long-term composite dialogue between the countries would feature Kashmir and security (read terrorism) as the co-equal primary issues of discussion. 12 Modi has signalled that India under him will only discuss terrorism and will refuse to talk about Kashmir.
Bilateral diplomacy: cooperation, defection and anti-terrorism
Contrary to his campaign rhetoric, Modi started his term in May 2014 with an effort to reach out to Pakistan by inviting Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif, along with the heads of other south Asian governments, to his inauguration. 13 During Sharif 's visit, the two convened a bilateral India-Pakistan meeting on the sidelines of the inauguration, and Modi and his officials were at great pains to underline that New Delhi had pressed Pakistan on terrorism.
14 Sharif, for his part, did not mention the Kashmir quarrel. 15 From this promising beginning, at least for India, relations with Pakistan alternated between cooperation and defection. Thus, Modi and Sharif agreed that their respective foreign secretaries would 'remain in touch', and in July 2014 it was announced that they would meet at the end of August. 16 However, when the Pakistani High Commissioner invited the leaders of the Kashmiri separatist Hurriyat Conference to his residence for Independence Day celebrations on 14 August, India cancelled the foreign secretaries' talks. For 20 years, New Delhi had turned a blind eye to Pakistan's Hurriyat dealings, hoping that three separate sets of bilateral discussions between India, Pakistan and the separatists might obviate the need for trilateral talks. 17 Modi, by contrast, took the view that Kashmir was Why did the Modi government not call off talks after the Pathankot attack as it had after the ceasefire violations in 2014 or the terrorist attacks in Gurdaspur and Udhampur? Why instead did it offer cooperation by inviting Pakistan to a joint investigation? If, as suggested here, Modi was trying from the beginning to foreground terrorism in India's interactions with Pakistan, then the invitation to a joint probe was probably a trap: for if Pakistan accepted (as it did), this would constitute at least tacit acceptance that it could not disavow cross-border terrorism. This may explain why in March 2016 New Delhi abruptly changed tack and allowed the Hurriyat to attend a Pakistan Day celebration. In an apparent volte-face, Minister of State V. K. Singh explained that, as Indian citizens, Hurriyat's leaders were free to meet the Pakistani High Commissioner even if the Indian government did not approve. 26 Cancelling the Hurriyat meeting would have caused Pakistan to withdraw from the probe even as India was poised to spring a diplomatic trap.
Commentators and analysts in both countries have attempted to make sense of the cooperation-defection cycle and in particular of India's policy towards Pakistan. Reflection on the cycle suggests that Modi's policies are comprehensible.
First, Modi clearly sees value in keeping the door open for engagement. Part of his motivation is his determination not to be seen-at home or abroad-as anti-Muslim and anti-Pakistani. Clearly, also, the imperatives of nuclear stability and the long-term futility of military responses to terrorism necessitate dialogue. Second, from the beginning Modi seems to have been determined to use the process of engagement to foreground terrorism. Going back to 1997, when the bilateral dialogue was first structured around the twin issues of 'peace and security' (read terrorism) and Kashmir, New Delhi had accepted these as coequal in importance. 27 While Atal Behari Vajpayee and Manmohan Singh had insisted that dialogue with Pakistan must include peace and security, both leaders simultaneously carried on back-channel negotiations on Kashmir. 28 Modi, by contrast, has kept the focus firmly on terrorism and has avoided the subject of Kashmir's future altogether. Third, given his desire to pin Pakistan down on terrorism, Modi At the UN Human Rights Council a month later, India followed up by accusing Pakistan of terrorism, illegal occupation of parts of Kashmir, and atrocities against minorities.
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Coalition diplomacy: the UN, China, US and 'Acting West'
The second part of Modi's Pakistan policy entails constructing a series of international pressure points on Islamabad in a way that his predecessors were hesitant to do, fearing that this would allow outside powers to intrude into regional affairs.
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Since Modi's election, New Delhi has tried to build a coalition against crossborder terrorism. No coalition partner is obliged to come to India's aid against the sponsor of cross-border violence; nor is India obliged to do anything extraordinary. The coalition is largely a shaming device intended to increase New Delhi's bargaining hand with Pakistan. Modi's efforts at an anti-terrorist coalition led him first to the UN where, in his maiden address to the General Assembly, he argued for a UN convention on terrorism and for global cooperation. 32 Later, in February 2016, New Delhi asked the UN for more specific and direct action, namely, to put Jaish-e Mohammed ( JeM) leader Masood Azhar and a list of extremist organizations on a sanctions list. 33 In the end, it took China's intervention to block UN action. 34 Modi has also worked on China and the United States to garner support for stronger action against terrorists who target India. On 1 March 2016, at a White House dinner for the Nuclear Security Summit, Modi, in the presence of President Xi Jinping, pointedly criticized the failure of the UN and, by extension, China to sanction Azhar. Indian officials publicly scoffed at Beijing's blocking actions at the UN. 35 The statement went on to say that the two sides denounce and oppose terrorism in all forms and manifestations, wherever committed and by whomever, calling on all states to reject and abandon the use of terrorism against other countries, dismantle terrorism infrastructures where they exist, and bring perpetrators of terrorism to justice. 40 In the months that followed, India's joint statements with Iran, Qatar and Saudi Arabia all featured rather similar language.
To conclude, Modi's Pakistan policy is not confused if we take account of the systematic alternation of cooperation and defection in Indian policy since he came to power. Under Modi ignored the Kashmir dispute. To get Pakistan to change its approach to terrorism, New Delhi has 'defected' from talks and negotiations when Islamabad has forced the Kashmir issue or when there have been terrorist strikes and surges in crossborder artillery fire. For the longer term, Modi is attempting to build an international coalition including key Gulf countries that will bring pressures to bear on Islamabad to rein in terrorist activities from its soil and to bring to book those involved in organizing cross-border attacks. Modi's approach has departed from India's Pakistan policy 'script' in two ways: he has sought to change the terms of engagement by focusing on terrorism to the exclusion of the Kashmir dispute; and he has gone beyond India's insistence on bilateralism in dispute resolution by embracing a coalition strategy. It is perhaps too early to say how well Modi's approach is working. However, the cross-border terrorist attack in Uri in the Jammu Division of Kashmir on 18 September 2016, which came on the heels of two months of unrest in the state, has raised hard questions about its effectiveness. 41 The Indian government blamed Pakistan for the Uri attack as well as the earlier unrest in the disputed state, and amid calls for retaliation New Delhi rejected Islamabad's calls for a Kashmir dialogue. 42 Even as Indian security experts debated possible retaliatory measures, reports circulated of a covert operation by Indian special forces as early as 20 September. The government denied that such an operation had occurred and indicated instead that it would stick with its strategy of exerting bilateral and international pressure.
43 Accordingly, New Delhi stepped up its critical commentary on Pakistan's internal troubles. 44 Responding to the Pakistani Prime Minister's speech to the UN General Assembly, which was devoted to Kashmir, the Indian representative described Pakistan as 'host to the Ivy League of terrorism'. 45 In a veiled threat, India's official spokesperson reminded Pakistan that the Indus Rivers Treaty of 1960 required 'mutual trust and cooperation', and on 26 September Modi chaired a well-publicized meeting on the treaty. 46 48 Modi's broad approach of bilateral and international pressure looks therefore likely to be continued, even though to date Islamabad has shown no signs of being intimidated by it.
Modi's China strategy: border conflict, tough bilateral diplomacy and 'Acting East'/ 'Acting South'
Modi's China policy, too, has run along the twin tracks of bilateral and coalition diplomacy. Bilaterally, as with Pakistan, he has alternated between cooperation and defection: between engagement with China at the summit level, on the one hand, and a series of provocations-blunt public disagreements with Beijing and high-level engagements with putative coalition partners (Australia, Japan, the United States and Vietnam, as well as Indian Ocean islands)-on the other hand. Modi's second track is coalition diplomacy. While his predecessors had begun the process of coalition-building in the 'Look East' policy of the 1990s, Modi has committed India not just to Look East but also to Act East: New Delhi continues to extol the Association of South-East Asian Nations' 'anchor' role in east Asia, but looking ahead its goal is to enter into partnership with selected regional powers and the United States to contain China. 49 India is also giving more attention to its coalition partners in the Indian Ocean-in effect, it is Acting South. The core objective is to strengthen New Delhi's bargaining hand with Beijing by assembling an anti-China coalition. With Pakistan, Modi has tried to make terrorism the centrepiece of interaction; with China, he has insisted that progress on a border settlement will be vital to a normal relationship and not the other way round. This represents a reversal of India's stance since 1988.
Bilateral diplomacy: cooperation, defection and the border
In Pakistan's case, Modi cooperated and defected by holding and cancelling talks outright. China is too powerful to be treated so summarily. Nor would the state of India-China relations warrant it. With Beijing, the cooperation-defection dynamic expresses itself in the alternation between summit meetings with Chinese leaders and two forms of defection: blunt public disagreements with Beijing, and highly active summitry with putative strategic partners, namely Australia, Japan, 47 Praveen Swami, 'In PM Modi Kozhikode speech, a powerful case for strategic restraint', Indian Express, 26 Sept. 2016, http://indianexpress.com/article/india/india-news-india/narendra-modi-kozhikode-speech-powerfulcase-for-strategic-restraint-pakistan-3048718/. 48 Nivedita Dash, 'India hits Pakistan back with surgical strikes across Line of Control, 38 killed', India Today, 29 Sept. 2016, http://indiatoday.intoday.in/story/indian-army-crosses-loc-surgical-strikes-pakistaniterritory/1/775983.html. 49 'India is now the bright hope for sustaining Asian dynamism and prosperity: PM Modi in Singapore', Narendra Modi website, http://www.narendramodi.in/text-of-37th-singapore-lecture-india-s-singaporestory-by-prime-minister-during-his-visit-to-singapore--377134. The first summit with Xi was the occasion for a second cooperation-defection interaction. Modi received Xi with fanfare, contrary to protocol, in his home state of Gujarat. Given the strong domestic positions of both leaders, it was widely expected that the summit might conclude with some fairly substantive agreements. For instance, it was rumoured that China would trump Japan's investment offers to India by promising up to US$100 billion. 54 In the event, the outcomes of the visit were modest. Beijing's investment offer turned out to be US$20 billion. India in return committed itself to providing the land for two industrial parks for Chinese manufacturers. There was no progress towards a border settlement. While the summit was ostensibly cordial and amicable, it was in fact notable for Modi's tougher diplomatic stance. This harder line emerged in the shadow of the military confrontation between Indian and Chinese troops in Chumar, Ladakh, which had begun a week before the summit. Modi used the confrontation to send two blunt messages. First, he was prepared to be more aggressive militarily. The confrontation was reminiscent of the Daulat Beg Oldi standoff that had occurred in April-May 2013, during Premier Li Keqiang's visit to Manmohan Singh. The difference in 2014 was the Indian government's reaction. In 2013, under Manmohan, in response to PLA incursions Indian border troops had set up a similar encampment some 300 metres away without challenging the Chinese presence. 56 In 2014, under Modi, New Delhi moved three battalions of troops to the disputed site. 57 General V. K. Singh, former army chief under the previous government and a minister of state under Modi in 2014, later revealed that the government had taken office with a view to toughening India's responses to China: 'You keep giving a concession, it only perpetuates the problem. So somewhere up the hierarchy someone has to say "let's hold on".' 58 Second, the confrontation gave Modi the opportunity to complain about Chinese behaviour and to shift the terms of India-China interactions over the border dispute by means of a public démarche. At a press conference with Xi, he referred to the Chumar confrontation, noting plainly: 'I raised our serious concern over repeated incidents along the border.' More important, though, was Modi's insistence that peace was the prerequisite for a better all-round relationship, rather than vice versa-reversing the Indian (and Chinese) stand, going back to 1988, that the development of a 'normal' relationship would lead to peace. Thus Modi noted: 'There should be peace in our relations and in the borders. 59 The latter statement was designed to ruffle the Chinese further, since it is Beijing's standard view that a final settlement should be left to future generations. 60 Immediately after Xi's visit, Modi was once again involved in a series of visits with India's putative coalition partners. At the end of September, he left for the United States to speak at the UN General Assembly but also, more crucially, to meet President Obama for the first time. guest at the Republic Day parade on 26 January 2015-the only US president ever to be honoured in this way. This was followed in March by Modi's threenation trip to the Indian Ocean islands of the Seychelles, Mauritius and Sri Lanka. The substance of these visits will be dealt with below; here it suffices to say that cooperation in terms of summitry was followed by a series of strategic defections.
The third cooperation-defection cycle began with Modi's China visit in May 2015. The second summit was less eventful than the first. Modi charmed his hosts in his public diplomacy, contracted business deals worth US$22 billion, and signed a slew of other agreements; but there was little progress on key issues, including the border. 61 Crucially, the buildup to the meeting became an occasion for Modi to communicate India's tougher-minded bilateral diplomacy. Before Modi landed in Xi'an, Indian officials went out of their way to underline the claim to Arunachal Pradesh ('South Tibet' in China's terminology). First, Foreign Secretary Jaishankar very publicly insisted that Arunachal was an inalienable part of India. Then the Home Minister and Deputy Defence Minister travelled to the state to ram home the point. Modi also met the state's legislators before his departure. 62 Beijing routinely protests at the visits of high-level Indian leaders to Arunachal; Indian actions were therefore intended as a clear message of defiance. This provocation was followed by Modi once again raising points of conflict and difference very publicly. In a careful analysis of the trip, China-watcher Tanvi Madan has shown that Modi was 'more candid in his remarks about Indian concerns than is normal for Indian leaders during China-India summits'. The Indian Premier urged China to review its approach on various issues including the border, visas, river waters, China's regional diplomacy and bilateral economic relations.
International Affairs 93: 1, 2017 stopping the UN from putting JeM leader Azhar on the terrorist list. 66 Soon afterwards, it issued a visa to Uighur dissident Isa Dolgun to allow him to attend a conference on democracy to be held in Dharamsala, the Indian home of the Dalai Lama. The visa was cancelled after China objected, but the move was seen as a riposte to Beijing's UN veto on sanctioning Azhar. 67 What does this repeated pattern of cooperation and defection-of summitry succeeded by strategic coalition-building and tough talk-indicate? As with Pakistan, there is a pattern. First, Modi has kept the door open for engagement. This is at least in part to convey that he is moderate and not anti-China. The need for an economic relationship with China and India's vulnerability to Chinese diplomatic pressures or interventions in its domestic politics also necessitate engagement. In addition, as in the case of Pakistan, Modi understands the need for military stability, in this case with a potential opponent that outguns India by some margin in both nuclear and conventional arms. He also understands the limitations of force in realizing political goals (such as regaining territory). In these circumstances, dialogue is inescapable.
Second, Modi has argued that the normalization of intercourse between the two countries since 1988 has not delivered a political solution to the border conflict and that, looking ahead, progress on the border will be vital if more normal relations are to be achieved. Modi's blunt, public venting of differences at the summits is intended to change Beijing's stance on 'leaving the border to history', much as his more assertive policies towards Pakistan are aimed at changing Islamabad's stance on terrorism.
Third, Modi has reacted strongly when China has taken actions India finds threatening or unhelpful. His decision to react forcefully in the Chumar confrontation was the first instance. When China offered Pakistan US$46 billion towards the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC), New Delhi protested, saying that the infrastructure projects involved would traverse Pakistani-held Kashmir, which India claims. 68 Again, Beijing's veto of the UN sanctions against Masood Azhar prompted India to criticize China publicly. 69 In spite of India's campaign to marshal support for its admittance to the Nuclear Suppliers Group, China held fast to its objections. New Delhi came out flatly pointing the finger at Beijing, even though other countries too were equivocal about India's entry. 
Coalition diplomacy: Acting East, Acting South
Beyond his tough bilateral diplomacy in dealings with China lies Modi's coalition diplomacy. At the core of the coalition are Australia, Japan, the United States, Vietnam, and the Indian Ocean island states of Mauritius, Seychelles and Sri Lanka. Since an alliance entails a formal commitment by members to come to one another's aid in the event of an attack, Modi's objective is coalition-building, not alliance-building. He does not expect China to attack India, nor does he expect India to go to anyone's aid. His objective is to strengthen India's bargaining hand by suggesting that Beijing's intransigence on territorial conflicts could push these various states into an alliance.
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In the case of Vietnam, with an eye to the South China Sea conflict, India publicly voiced its support of freedom on the high seas and the international law of the sea in 2014, the first time it had done so jointly with Hanoi. It also renewed its commitment to oil and gas exploration with Petro Vietnam, which had provoked Chinese protests in the past. 72 More importantly, New Delhi promised to play a greater role in strengthening Hanoi's military capabilities. On offer from India are a number of items, including US$100 million in defence credits for the purchase of four ocean patrol vessels, surveillance equipment, assistance for Vietnam's space and satellite programmes, and, at some point in the future, the BrahMos hypersonic cruise missile being jointly developed with Russia. New Delhi also offered to expand its training programmes for Vietnamese pilots, submariners and IT specialists. 73 Modi's visit to Japan in August-September 2014-his first state visit-was notable not just for the personal warmth of his dealings with Prime Minister Abe but also for the deepening of economic, defence and political ties, with a clear eye on China. Economically, Modi got Tokyo to commit US$35 billion towards infrastructure. On defence, the two countries entered into the most serious discussions ever. 74 At the heart of these was India's desire to co-produce arms with Japan and to buy Japanese equipment, including the US-2 aircraft and Soryu submarine.
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The most important moment of Modi's trip, though, was a political one. At a meeting with Japanese businessmen, the Prime Minister publicly derided China, only days before President Xi's arrival in India:
The world is divided in two camps. One camp believes in expansionist policies [i.e. China], while the other believes in development. We have to decide whether the world should get caught in the grip of expansionist policies or we should lead it on the path of development.
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The reference to expansionism was a repetition of views expressed by Modi during the Indian election campaign, but it attracted attention because of its combativeness in the lead-up to Xi's visit. This statement, along with the economic and defence discussions during the visit, were clearly part of an effort to give expression to Modi's view that India and China should 'look at each other eye to eye, not lower our eyes'.
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After Xi's departure, Modi turned his attention to India's relations with the United States and to moving closer to Washington than any Indian premier had previously done. In a co-authored article in the Washington Post, timed to coincide with Modi's visit to the United States, Modi and Obama pledged to 'jointly work to maintain freedom of navigation and lawful commerce across the seas'-the first time India and the US had referred to a partnership in the East and South China Seas. 78 The India-US statement issued at the end of the visit ranged over various areas of defence and security cooperation. The crucial clauses dealt with access to defence technology that India had long sought, collaboration with AsiaPacific countries (especially Japan) to ensure peace and stability in the region, and maintaining freedom of navigation in the South China Sea. 79 Modi's visit to the United States was quickly followed by Obama's arrival in India. The joint statement that ensued repeated the partnership theme: 'India's "Act East Policy" and the United States' rebalance to Asia provide opportunities for India, the United States, and other Asia-Pacific countries to work closely to strengthen regional ties.' 80 In addition, the two sides signed a formal partnership document, the 'US-India Joint Strategic Vision for the Asia-Pacific and Indian Ocean Region'. 81 In 2016, India and the United States went further in announcing more material cooperation, with the Americans making a commitment to help India develop an aircraft-carrier as well as submarine safety and anti-submarine warfare capabilities. India in turn prepared to sign a defence logistics agreement it had long resisted. The agreement-the Logistics Exchange Memorandum of Agreement (LEMOA)-would allow both sides to access supplies, spare parts and services from land facilities, air bases and ports. 82 The United States is in addition likely to support the proposal by Boeing and Lockheed Martin to produce F-16s and F-18 Super Hornet fighter aircraft in India. 83 Modi also made a decision to develop a stronger partnership with Australia. During the Cold War, particularly in the 1980s, the two countries had looked at each other with suspicion. In the 1990s they were in conflict over nuclear proliferation and India's nuclear tests. A thaw had begun in the 2010s as a function of both growing bilateral trade and China's rise. Nevertheless, New Delhi remained reluctant to talk openly about a strategic partnership.
Modi's trip to Australia in November 2014, the first by an Indian prime minister in 28 years, signalled a clear change. His address to the Australian parliament-the first ever by an Indian prime minister-was enthusiastically received, and he got on well personally with Prime Minister Tony Abbott. Most importantly, the two sides agreed on a framework for security cooperation that provides for annual dialogues between the respective prime ministers, foreign ministers and defence ministers, regular interactions between senior officials and military leaderships, counterterrorism cooperation, collaboration in defence R&D, the sale of uranium to India and regular maritime exercises. 84 Manmohan Singh had prepared the ground for the security partnership but had been unwilling to embrace it openly. By contrast, Modi was effusive in his speech to the Australian parliament, saying:
We see Australia as one of our foremost partners in the region. Australia will not be at the periphery of our vision, but at the centre of our thought. I see a great future of partnership between India and Australia and a shared commitment to realize it. 85 Acting East with Vietnam, Japan, the United States and Australia has led to a series of military and strategic moves to build a loose coalition. For instance, India is contemplating a trilateral dialogue with Japan and Vietnam 'to coordinate positions on security and economic policies'. 86 In 2015, Modi invited Japan to join the India-US Malabar naval exercises as a permanent member rather than as an intermittent 'foreign invitee'. Under Manmohan, mindful of China, India had been ambivalent about inviting Japan to the exercises. 87 Modi too was ambivalent initially-inviting Japan in 2014 and then delaying the invitation in 2015 prior to International Affairs 93: 1, 2017 his China visit. 88 After the visit, however, New Delhi made amends and upgraded Japan's status. 89 The United States had urged India also to include Australia in the Malabar exercises, but Modi stopped short of convening a quadrilateral event. Instead, India and Australia held a first-ever bilateral naval exercise in the Bay of Bengal in October 2015, rather pointedly in the same month as the India-USJapan trilateral. 90 In addition to the bilateral exercise, India also proposed the firstever India-Australia-Japan security dialogue. 91 While Acting East is aimed at strengthening India's bargaining hand with Beijing, its efforts to consolidate a friendly coalition in the Indian Ocean-'Acting South', as it were-have a much more direct military objective. The 2016 naval doctrine paper Ensuring secure seas: India's maritime security strategy, distinguished between 'primary' and 'secondary' interests of maritime security. In this formulation, the primary area of interest is the Indian Ocean, while the Asia-Pacific falls into the secondary area. 92 New Delhi's long-term worry is that the Chinese Navy will project force right up to the Gulf, with facilities in the Indian Ocean states, the East African littoral, Gwadar in Pakistan, and perhaps even the Gulf itself. The objective here is to deny the Chinese Navy strategic space and to link India closely with key island states as part of a denial strategy.
While Australia and the United States are at the centre of New Delhi's Indian Ocean defence partnerships, Modi is also trying to increase India's influence with the key Indian Ocean states-the Maldives, Mauritius, the Seychelles and Sri Lanka-and bring them into a maritime coalition to block China's growing diplomatic and military inroads into the region. 93 As part of the effort to reclaim Indian influence, Modi visited the latter three island states in March 2015. 94 New Delhi intervened in Mauritius and the Seychelles in the 1980s to prevent internal insurrections, and has since been closely involved with the security of both states. 95 For instance, an Indian intelligence officer advises Mauritius on security, an Indian has commanded the coastguard, and Mauritian military personnel receive Indian training. The Indian Navy patrols the seas around International Affairs 93: 1, 2017 now abstaining, and now voting against the Rajapaksha government on human rights. At odds with the western powers and India, Colombo turned to China for succour. By 2014, China was the largest provider of foreign direct investment and Sri Lanka's second biggest trade partner (after India). It had built a massive new port facility in Hambantota and was involved in other large infrastructure projects. 103 Then, in September and November 2014, a Chinese submarine and support ship docked at the Chinese-run port in Colombo. 104 This may have been the final straw for New Delhi. There is evidence that India's primary foreign intelligence agency, the Research and Analysis Wing (RAW), subsequently played a role in persuading Sirisena to defect from the ruling party and opposition parties to coalesce around his candidacy. That RAW interfered in the election process is strongly denied by the Indian government, but it is widely accepted that National Security Adviser Doval met Sirisena in the days before the election with a view to bolstering his bid for the presidency. 105 By the time Modi arrived in Colombo, the Sirisena government had promised to return to a middle path between China and India and to review Chinese-funded projects. 106 India under Modi has made its intentions in the Indian Ocean clear. It has pushed harder for a closer military partnership with Australia and the United States. The Manmohan government had rather timidly embarked on a stronger security relationship with both; Modi's energetic visits to Washington and Canberra considerably speeded up the process. Similarly, on the back of Modi's visits, India has sought to move ahead with the CSR system and the maritime security partnership in the Indian Ocean islands. While neither of these initiatives amounts to an anti-China alliance, both are intended to tie these states into a deep, long-term relationship with India, contain Chinese influence, and provide New Delhi with military listening posts in the Indian Ocean.
To conclude, Modi's China policy, like his Pakistan policy, is clear and consistent. He has emphasized the need to resolve the border problem and other differences if the overall relationship is to progress, thus reversing the approach adhered to by New Delhi since 1988. He has engaged with the Chinese leadership but has departed from conventional summitry with some assertive bilateral diplomacy and active coalition diplomacy before and after the summits. More so than with Pakistan, Modi is attempting to construct a coalition to strengthen India's bargaining hand and, in the case of the Indian Ocean states, its maritime security. Has Modi's China policy worked? As with his Pakistan policy, it may be too early to tell, but here too there are disquieting signs for India. Two years on,
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Beijing has shown no signs that it intends to speed up the border negotiations or make any concessions. In the meantime, with the signing of the CPEC agreement with Pakistan, it has committed itself to working with Islamabad as never before. Beijing has also succeeded in thwarting New Delhi's aspirations to NSG membership. In early May 2016, New Delhi applied for admission, arguing that it had been a good citizen in respect of non-proliferation and that its energy and climate change commitments in the wake of the Paris summit would be easier to honour if it were part of the suppliers group. 107 India hoped for a decision on its application at the NSG plenary meeting in Seoul in late June. In the event the application was blocked, an outcome for which Indian officials and then Indian Foreign Minister Swaraj publicly blamed China. 108 Beijing had indicated its opposition to non-NPT members being allowed into the NSG as early as December 2015, despite Modi's push for support during his visit to China in May 2015. 109 After the NSG plenary in Seoul, it continued to argue that non-signatories of the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT) were barred from membership, and that, if they were to be admitted, this should occur under a general set of criteria applicable to all non-NPT aspirants including Pakistan.
Xi on the sidelines of the G20 summit in early September. 115 In the end, the only concession Beijing made was to agree to discuss NSG membership at the level of officials. Even this concession may have resulted less from Modi's diplomacy and more from China's desire in August 2016 to persuade India not to support any references to the South China Sea dispute during the G20 meeting. 116 In sum, Modi's China policy, like his Pakistan policy, seems to have run into trouble. Beijing has not been persuaded to change its course. Like Pakistan, China is used to operating in strategically very challenging environments. Relations with China have not become as poor as with Pakistan-the border is largely stablebut they are arguably no better than when Modi took charge.
Conclusion
Does Modi represent continuity or change in Indian foreign policy? Those who argue for continuity see the persistence over time of a slow-to-anger, non-provocative bilateral stance ('cautious prudence') and an aversion to alliances (non-alignment) as the key to Indian policy. Those who argue for change see these as vestiges and point to a more 'normal' foreign policy in practice since the end of the Cold War, typified by greater diplomatic assertiveness and an increasing willingness to forge partnerships with other countries, including the United States, against China.
Modi's Pakistan and China policies seem to bear out the view of those who regard Indian foreign policy as having changed substantially from cautious prudence and non-alignment. New Delhi has certainly toughened its public posture towards Islamabad and Beijing in both substance and style. With Pakistan, New Delhi has made anti-terrorism its central focus. It is not greatly interested in a composite dialogue, and it has ignored the Kashmir dispute. With China, it has made quicker progress on the border negotiations a priority, and it wants to reverse the view that diplomatic and economic normalization between the two powers will eventually lead to a border settlement. With both Pakistan and China, New Delhi is now relatively quick to anger and is prepared to talk tough. In the case of Pakistan, it has repeatedly cancelled talks. In addition, to an unprecedented degree, India is openly embarking on coalition-building against both countries as a way of strengthening its bargaining position. Lining up a coalition against China is, indeed, perhaps the central objective of Modi's foreign policy. While New Delhi formally retains its non-aligned stance, it is a stance that seems to be eroding. Cautious prudence and non-alignment may be tenets of the past. Whether or not the new approach will make India more secure remains unclear, but the developments of 2016 suggest that New Delhi's relations with Islamabad and Beijing are under considerable strain. Peace and stability in southern Asia are at risk.
